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The folly Secret Oak at the Fraeylemaborg - Proposal Arjen Boerstra

Secret Oak is an initiative questioning the scientific superiority of humanity, considering the inability of 
man to stop the proces of destructing itself. There is room for doubt and intuition, for sentiment and the 
unknown. The assumption that every appearance is part of nature, is a basic principle to start from. As 
nature being the basis of all. Nature with the Oak as the universal sign and symbol of life, a tree being 
able to overgrow different generations and possessing the secret of waiting. Secret Oak focuses on the 
relationship between the past, the present and the future, and takes interest in reflecting on life in all 
possible ways and disciplines.

One of the oaks on Frayelemaborg estate has excellent qualities to play a role in the Secret Oak story. 

Adrianus van Eyck is the founder of Secret Oak. He responds to the urge to gather people with ideas and 
interest in the bigger thing. The bigger thing defined by the ever changing life, reality and surrounding. 
The bigger thing in which people discover the necessity to redefine and to transform. 

Emblem Secret Oak and Adrianus van Eyck in front of the chosen oak on Fraeylemaborg estate.



A tree becomes a folly - The folly celebrates the tree

The folly Secret Oak is a proposal for a fysical place where the idea of Secret Oak can be 
experienced, appreciated and evaluated. 
For people not introduced in Secret Oak, the folly becomes his power in its architecture. With the 
oak in the centre of the space people gather around in a friendly and almost nostalgic environment 
and sit with the tree. They face the oak while it reveals its power.

The chosen oak solitary standing on the Donkey field that will become the Secret Oak. 



Construction
The folly is constructed out of wood from several oakes on the Fraeylemaborg estate which are 
planned to be cut. These trees have contributed to the Fraeylema history and disappear for new 
infrastructure and situtations. Now they can contribute to a new space and experience.
All materials used for the folly will be made out of oak except the screws for construction and the 
glass for the windows. Raw beams, girders and planks are sawn on the estate with a mobile 
sawmill.

Artefacts emerged during the process of designing the folly: A staf and the bark from an old oak.
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Education
For the educational part of the project Arjen Boerstra constructs the folly with help from people 
connected to the estate. To make these connections Boerstra will give introductions at schools in 
Slochteren reflecting on his work as an artist, followed by the workshop ’Creating fantasy scale 
models in oak wood’. At the same moment Adrianus van Eyck is invited to talk about philosophical 
issues considering Secret Oak. Second part of the workshop is preparing the wood from the cut 
trees on the estate for the folly. E.g. the bark has to be removed for beams and girders.
The same procedure is followed for the scouts and other communities in Slochteren that are invited 
to perform their skills in wood. After the workshops a competition is announced for designing a 
stand for the solar panels somewhere on the Donkey field. (see next page) 



Light - Competition
The branches of the oak tree and the small windows cause pretty much darkness in the folly. Subtile 
artificial light is needed in addition to the daylight. A stand must be created for one or two solar 
panels that should be placed on the open Donkey field. In the workshop ’fantasy scale models in 
oak wood’, competitors are asked to design a stand for the solar panels. The winning design, chosen 
by Boerstra and Van Eyck, will be realised.

Exhibition, workshops and meetings in the folly Secret Oak in the first year
Secret Oak is founded on June 3rd 2014. Adrianus van Eyck uses Facebook to gather people with 
similar interests. Members and friends communicate on a virtual platform. When the folly Secret 
Oak is realised members have a place to gather and meet. They will be invited to come over to 
Fraeylemaborg estate to meet each other and experience real space, landscape and trees.
In the first year of the existence of the folly, it becomes the exhibition space for visible results and 
artefacts created during organized meetings and masterclasses in the folly. Results made by 
members of and people interested in Secret Oak can be shown to a wide audience.

Half open scale model of the Folly Secret Oak 



The measurements of the folly Secret Oak will be lxwxh 550x550x260 cm

Note for the jury:
For a real impression of the project a scale model and some artefacts are delivered 
together with this proposal.

Arjen Boerstra, August 2014 
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